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NEWSLETTER JANUARY 2 015

•
•
•
•
•

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 28 January at 19h15.
Programme:
Beginner’s Corner:.”Photographing the ASSA Top 100 in the urban environment.”
by Michael Moller.
What’s Up? by Percy Jacobs.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Oor die weer en sterrekundige waarnemings” deur prof. Kobus Botha *
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.

The chairperson at the meeting will be Michelle Ferreira.
* Sien bladsy 11.

Friday 23 January from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 26 November 2014
by Danie Barnardo
The meeting was well attended by about 30 members and 1 visitor. Proceeding was
opened by the Chairman welcoming the members and visitor. This was the last meeting of
2014 and the next meeting will be held on Wednesday 28 January 2015. The next viewing
evening is scheduled for Friday 23 January. The Sky Guides for 2015 arrived and was made
available to paid-up members at the meeting. Auke Slotegraaf’s 2015 calendars have not arrived yet and members who ordered one will be informed by e-mail.
The November viewing evening was quite challenging and involved finding S-Pavo
and determining its magnitude using AAVSO star maps. Only one entry was received and the
R100 Eridanus Optics gift certificate was won by Robyn Moller.
Michael Poll presented Beginners Corner and discussed the subject “What is a Year”. The
basics of a year is one complete orbit by Earth around the Sun. According to the Gregorian
calendar, the one commonly in use today, a year is 365.25 days. A normal year is 365 days
long and an extra day is added every four years to make up for the 4 quarter days. The
predecessor of the Gregorian calendar is the Julian calendar. The different types of years
were discussed and they are Julian-, Tropical-, Sidereal- and Anomalistic years. It was
pointed out that a calendar should be in sync with the seasons. He also referred to the problems associated with the precession of heavenly bodies caused by the “wobbling” of Earth’s
axis.
The “Whats Up” talk was presented by Danie Barnardo and he discussed a few interesting objects currently in the sky for December 2014 and January2015. Worth watching are
the two most prominent galaxies Andromeda (M31) and the Sculptor galaxy (NGC253). The
constellation of Pegasus is currently visible and contains some very interesting, but challenging galaxies and the famous Einsteins Cross.
After the interval, the main speaker was Prof Andre Buys, who gave a very interesting and
entertaining talk on Archaeoastronomy and the search for the biblical Bethlehem’s Star,
which heralded the birth of Christ.
He provided some insight on the n-body problem, which defines the gravitational influence of a body by other bodies in its vicinity. This influence in the solar system is overwhelmingly dominated by the Sun, which comprises some 99% of matter in the Solar System. For
short periods the much smaller gravitational influence of the other solar-system bodies are
negligible, but over time this becomes a problem in predicting the movements of solar system
bodies over very long periods. With normal mathematics, up to 4 bodies can be reasonably
accurately handled, but for more than 4 bodies, calculations become very intense and large
computers are needed to perform step-wise integrations to determine the position of solar
system bodies in the past. Fortunately a set of know positions of such bodies has been calculated and is available for use in planetarium software available freely from the Internet.
These applications can be used by Archaeoastronomers in their research. One such application is Stellarium.
He then described the problems associated in determining the nature of Bethlehem’s
star. Most of the information needed is found in the Bible, but the problem comes in with
translation of the original text into English and other languages. The original Hebrew and
Greek can have different meanings and it is not always exactly clear what was meant by the
original authors.
He explained the reasoning behind his method of fixing a date for the birth of Christ,
which included the annunciation of the fact that Mary was pregnant by the Angel, the length
of a woman’s pregnancy, the death of King Herod (announced by a total Lunar eclipse on 10
January 1 BC) and the pregnancy of Elizabeth, the mother of John the Baptist. One of the
key pieces of evidence in the Bible is that the star “stood still” over Jesus’s birthplace. This is
possible through the apparent reversing of planetary orbits relative to the background stars
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as a result of the differing rates of their orbit and Earth’s orbit around the Sun, which is
known as retrograde motion.
Taking all evidence into consideration, he arrived at a date of around September/
November 3 BC for the annunciation, June/July 2 BC for the birth and December 2 BC for
the Wise Men’s visit to Jesus. He proceeded to demonstrate his further search around these
dates, using Stellarium. His final findings are as follows:
A triple conjunction of Jupiter and Regulus occurred in Leo on 11 September 3 BC.
He interprets this event with the annunciation, the eminent birth of a great King of the Jews,
since Leo is the sign of the Lion of Judah, Jupiter is the King of the planets and Regulas the
Star of kings. This was the sign to the Magi (Wise Men) of Babylon that the birth of a very
important King of the Jews is eminent.
280 Days after this event (the normal length of pregnancy), a conjunction of Venus
and Jupiter occurred on 17 June 2 BC in Leo. This he interprets as the birthdate of Jesus the
King, since Jupiter is the King of the planets and Venus the planet associated with pregnancy and fertility.
On 25 December 2 BC, Jupiter was stationery in Virgo, as a result of its retrograde
motion and this Andre interprets as the visit of the Magi to Jesus when the ‘star” stood still
over His birthplace.
Andre’s final evidence comes from Revelation, where it is declared that the snake was
ready to devour the child when he is born. He showed that constellations representing evil
beings such as serpents and dragons surrounded Virgo around June 2 BC and Crux was
also visible low in the south in the Northern Hemisphere at that time.
The evening was concluded with the usual tea/coffee and biscuits after the main
talk.

Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 28 January 2015
- by Percy Jacobs
February 2015:
Dark Sky from 9th Feb to 23rd Feb
Phases of the Moon
First Quarter
– 25th Feb – rises 12:30
Full Moon
– 4th Feb – 19:08 & sets at 06:02
Last Quarter
–12th Feb – rises 00:05 & sets at 12:52
New Moon
– 19th Feb
Planets
•
Mercury (above Capricornus)- seen in the morning before sunrise in the East
•
Venus (Aquarius)– seen just after sunset in the West
•
Mars (above Aquarius) – seen close to Venus after sunset in the West
•
Jupiter (below Cancer) – seen after sunset in the East above horizon
•
Saturn (Scorpius & close to Antares)– rises ~01:00 in the East morning sky
•
Uranus (Piscis)) & Neptune (Aquarius)) – Uranus cannot be seen because it is too
low on the western horizon just after sunset. Neptune would also be a challenging
target after sunset about 30 deg above horizon
Events
•
Groupings
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Venus & Mars close approach – 20th, 21st, 23rd Feb in the East just after sunset
Jupiter’s moons, double shadow transit – Callisto and Io
26th Feb – start 21:30
Meteor Showers
Alpha Centaurid 7th Feb - ~5/hr – unfavourable (Moon up)
Near Earth Asteriod
2004 BL86
27th Jan, passing through Cancer
1.2 million km away from Earth
Moving through Cancer by the hour on the same evening (2°per hour)
Mag ~9.0

Constellations – shall be discussed in more detail at meeting
•
South
Vela – “The Sail”
Carina – “The Keel”
Crux
Musca – “The Fly”
•
East
Cancer – “The Crab”
Hydra – “The Water Snake”
Gemini – “The Twins”
Orion - “The Hunter”
Canis Major – “The Big Dog”
•
North
Auriga – “The Charioteer”
Taurus – “The Bull”
Perseus – “The Greek mythological hero named Perseus”
General
February month observing challenge shall be announced at the 28 January meeting

Pretoria ASSA - ASSA "Top 100" observing list - 29 Oct 2010 to 11th Jan 2015
Name
Number of observations
1
George Dehlen
100
2
Percy Jacobs
100
3
Louis Kloke
100
4
Michael Moller
100
5
Michael Poll
44
6
Pat Kühn
34
7
Craig Kloke
28
8
Grant Thompson
20
9
Bosman Olivier
7
10
Andre de la Ponte
6
11
James Smith
5
12
Graham Low
4
13
Albie Lombard
1
Total 549
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Images and video clips on the Internet
Sahara scene. A scene of the Sahara deThe Egg Nebula. This is a very young planesert, a large desert in a continent on the
tar y
n eb u l a.
h ttp :// w ww .e s a. in t/
third planet from the Sun. The image was
s p a c e i n i m a g e s / I m a g e s / 2 0 1 4 / 1 1 / made from an artificial satellite orbiting the
Hubble’s high-definition panoramic view planet. The satellite was manufactured by
of the Andromeda Galaxy. This sweeping an intelligent species that evolved on the
bird'
s-eye view of a portion of the Andro- planet. http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/
meda galaxy (M31) is the sharpest image Images/2014/11/Sahara_desert_Algeria
ever taken of our galactic next-door
neighbour. http://www.nasa.gov/content/
goddard/hubble-s-high-definition-panoramicview-of -the-andromeda-g alaxy/
index.html#.VK6pR9KUeF5

Image of comet Lovejoy. http://
spaceweathergallery.com/full_image.php?
image_name=Gerald-Rhemann-2014q1dec28_1420508439.jpg&PHPSESSID=ja67
cr1oboq1r6s06kj1ip7d21

Cassini’s view of Jupiter’s southern hemisphere. This image, made by the Cassini
spacecraft orbiting Jupiter, shows Jupiter from an unusual perspective: from below its south
p ol e.
http://www.esa.int/sp acein imag es/Imag es/2014/12/
Cassini_s_view_of_Jupiter_s_southern_hemisphere

Meet a member of the Pretoria
Centre. Left: Dr Michael Fidos.
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Report for Observing Evening on 21 November 2014
- by Michael Poll , Danie Barnardo and Neville Young
It was cloudy all afternoon, and cloudy when we arrived. Apart from a few members, we
had 30+ parents and children from Constantia Park Primary school. We stood and talked for a
while, not much viewing was on offer. Neville assembled his solar system model and started a
discussion. We thought we may as well set up our telescopes, so that the guests could at least
have a look at them, so in the end there were four telescopes. Danie brought his 10" telescope.
This telescope has been rebuilt with major help from Johan Smit. It is a "string" telescope design,
where the tube is replaced by a system of wire strings (actually fishing trace wire) and thin aluminium struts. The strings are kept under tension by screwing down the struts and the triangular
system of strings makes the scope extremely stiff. This design makes the scope much lighter and
much smaller to transport. Thanks to Johan for this brilliant design! The scope had first "official"
light at this viewing evening.
Well surprise, surprise, there was suddenly a hole in the clouds and we could see Mars!
We got it in the telescopes and noted the tiny red disc. Although the background sky was no
good for deep sky objects, we were able to show a few more things during the evening through
the few sky holes that subsequently appeared, and the children were able have some “hands on”
with the telescopes. Also during the evening we introduced and explained the Sky Map.
Mars was moving out of Sagittarius, and there were some of the brighter stars of the constellation to its lower left, and we were able to show most of the constellation eventually. It was
fairly clear in the north, we pointed out Altair in the northwest, with its two companions (the “Altair
Trio”) and got on to Pegasus. We noted the outlines of the constellation, - the Square, the “front
legs” (mu (µ), lambda ( ), 9 & 1 Pegasi; eta ( ), iota ( ) and kappa ( ); and the head and nose
(zeta ( ), upsilon ( ) and epsilon ( )). Epsilon Pegasi has the proper name Enif, which means “the
nose”. We pointed out Beta ( ) Andromedae, which is a signpost star for the Andromeda Galaxy
(M31), but we did not even try for the galaxy. Aries was visible to the east of the Square, and we
showed the fine double star Gamma Arietis.
We were only otherwise able to show a few bright stars, including – Achernar, Rigel, and
Canopus. Apart from Rigel, we could not see anything else of Orion, but people knew about the
Belt Stars (a.k.a. the “Three Kings” or the “Three Sisters”), but all we could do was point to the
particular cloud that was hiding them.
One of the children told Michael that he knew about inter alia, Galileo and Einstein and Michael added “Halley”, and the lad knew about Halley’s comet, so we had fun (?) working out that,
considering that he is now 10 years old, when Halley’s comet returns in 2062 that he would be 15
years younger than Michael is now.
Neville had had the pleasure of doing a presentation to the science interest group at the
Constantia Park Laerskool earlier on in the day. The digital projector did not work so he crowded
the 12 children around the laptop. (See Picture). He says that amongst them were
some astonishingly knowledgeable individuals. They obviously come from homes where
learning and reading are actively encouraged.
Several of these children and some of the
school staff attended the practical that same
evening and kept Neville solidly busy at his
solar system model until 9pm. The school
bought a model and a book from Neville, so
we trust that they have intentions to devote
time and effort to teaching astronomy. We
look forward to seeing them again.
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One splendid object: The Great Andromeda Galaxy, aka M 31 and NGC 224
by Magda Streicher
What is it about a galaxy that fascinates us so much? One do not had to search far
to realize that there are millions of star cities out there similar to our own home galaxy. Because we cannot look at our galaxy from the outside, it is worth looking at galaxies very
similar to our host galaxy. Among our local group of galaxies, which contain a cluster of
some 35 galaxies, the largest member is M31 (NGC 224) which given us a ringside seat.
This amazing soft glow visible to the naked eye can be seen to the northern night sky this
time of year towards the constellation Andromeda. Also known as the Andromeda galaxy
our neighbour, or more popular in history as the Great Nebula in Andromeda. M31 is situated 2.1 million light-years away from our home, and I am astonish at the light travelling
through the fastness of the universe to riching our human eyes. If taken in account that our
local group of galaxies with our own Milky Way second largest, dominate a volume of
space roughly 8 million light-years in diameter. Astronomers suspect that this distant island
universe has had a violent past, contains lots of stars with heavy elements. M31 also contains some 300 billion suns and spread 130,000 light-years across, rushes towards us at
185 miles per second. It probably grown by swallowing up smaller galaxies, just like our
own Milky Way shows signs now of cannibalism, just on a smaller scale.
Simon Marius discovered the nebula in 1612, and M le Gentil made the first drawing
of it in the Memoires de L’Academie of the year 1759. This wonderful well known object
had it all, and I am sure is been described in a million ways to bring full creditability to it.
The soft oval smudge of M31 stretches around 6 Moon diameters and is situated one degree west of blue colour Nu Andromedae. Andromeda galaxy is wonderfully bright and
even a pair of binoculars will bring out its soft glow. It displays a dusty elongated north-east
to south-west glow, which gradually fades away into the dark of night. It also displays a
very prominent dense and bright nucleus that fades out to both the hazy diffuse tip-edges.
Higher power through an amateur telescope should reveal the sharper north-western rim,
which with careful observation should reveal a razor thin dust lane. Again the south-eastern
rim displays a very nebulous haze part that disappears into the field of view. Take your
time with a careful observation and you will be rewarded. One of its brightest globular’s
known as G1, can be found at position RA: 00h32m45s - DEC: +39o34’42”.
Part of the family is M32 (NGC 598) which display an 8 magnitude out of focus round
smutch situated snugly close to the south-eastern outer hazy rim of M31. More prominent
is M110 (NGC 205), independently discovered by Carolina and William Herschel in 1783
and 1784. Charles Messier, a comet hunter of renown, however, had already laid eyes on
this object some 10 years earlier on 10 August 1773 at the age of 41. He however failed to
publish it. M110 displays itself as a soft oval standing on its own feet a few arc minutes
northwest of the great Andromeda nebula. It displays however a very low surface brightness, very hazy around the edges but with a relatively bright nucleus.
Ponder for a while when glance towards this Milky Way hanging on the northern
brink of time. Our home Galaxy would appear more or less the same way as M31 does to
us if we could be staying in the Andromeda galaxy on a planet around a star similar to
ours.
Object
Other
Type
RA
Dec
Mag
Size
names
3.4
2.5o x 1o
NGC 224
M 31
Galaxy
00.42.7
+41o16’
See also the item “Hubble’s high-definition panoramic view of the Andromeda Galaxy” on
the NOTICE BOARD - Editor.
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Basics: Cool moon facts - by Kosma Coronaios*
As you read this, the Moon is moving away from us. Each year it steals some of Earth'
s
rotational energy, and uses it to propel itself about 3.8 centimeters higher in its orbit.
Tides on Earth are caused mostly by the Moon (the Sun has a smaller effect). All this
tugging has another interesting effect: Some of Earth'
s rotational energy is stolen by the
moon, causing our planet to slow down by about 1.5 milliseconds every century.
Perhaps the coolest thing about the Moon is that it always shows us the same face.
Since both the Earth and moon are rotating and orbiting, how can this be? Long ago, the
Earth'
s gravitational effects slowed the Moon'
s rotation about its axis. Once the Moon'
s rotation slowed enough to match its orbital period (the time it takes the Moon to go around Earth)
the effect stabilized. Many of the moons around other planets behave similarly.
How long does a full Moon last? The actual moment of full moon, that time when the
moon is opposite to the sun in the sky, can be found in any almanac, and in many newspapers. We can therefore say that the moon is officially "full" for around 60 seconds! The full
Moon of December 6th occurs at 14:27 (SAST). In the very strictest sense, one minute before
that time, the phase of the moon is a waxing gibbous; one minute after that time, it'
s a waning
gibbous phase.
But is a full Moon really full? The answer is “no”. The disk of the Moon can only appear
100 percent sunlit from Earth when it is diametrically opposite to the sun in the sky. But that'
s
impossible, because at that moment the Moon would be positioned in the middle of the Earth'
s
shadow and in total eclipse. In fact, in any month where there is no eclipse, there should be an
ever-so-slight sliver of darkness visible somewhere on the lunar limb throughout those hours
when the Moon is passing through "full" phase. Interestingly, people often refer to a "full"
Moon one, two or even three days before and/or after the actual full Moon date. Yet close inspection will usually reveal that the moon is not fully illuminated at these times but is indeed
gibbous, or slightly out of roundness.
Why is the half Moon sometimes called a "quarter Moon?" The "quarter" in question
does not refer to the amount of the Moon’s disk that is illuminated by the sun, but rather to
how far along the moon has progressed through its cycle of phases The cycle always begins
at new Moon. The amount of time that it takes to go from one new Moon to the next, or the
time it takes the Moon to circle Earth once, using the Sun as the reference point. On averages
this is 29.53 days and called a “synodic” month, derived from the Latin word synod, meaning
“meeting" (for at new Moon, the Moon “meets” the sun). If we were to divide that average period of 29.53 days into quarters, it would take 7.38 days to go from one quarter to the next. So,
using the new Moon as the starting point, it would take 7.38 days to complete one quarter of
the synodic cycle, the first quarter. At that point, the Moon appears to shine roughly half by
day and half by night. It rises about six hours later than the sun (one quarter of a day), at
around noon, and climbs the sky during the afternoon about half a sky (90 degrees, or onequarter of a full circle) away from the sun. The Moon reaches its highest point in the sky
around sunset and shines for the first half of the night. After another 7.38 days (or 14.76 days
from new Moon), the Moon has gone through half a synodic month. Now the Moon is opposite
to the sun in the sky, with its entire disk illuminated. We could call this the "second quarter"
Moon, but we don'
t, we call this Full Moon instead. Another 7.38 days after full Moon (or 22.14
days from new Moon) the Moon appears half-illuminated once again, but now it precedes the
arrival of the sun by about six hours, rising around midnight and setting around noon. Some
refer to this as the "third quarter" Moon, which it indeed is. Most, however, call this the "last
quarter," which, strictly speaking, it isn'
t. The term “last quarter” should really be reserved for
when the Moon has completed the final quarter of its synodic cycle. But since this moment
also coincides with the beginning of a new synodic month (the next new Moon), we have to
associate the Moon'
s third quarter with last quarter.
* Kosma Coronaios is the chairman of the Soutpansberg Astronomy Club. This article was
copied (with his kind permission) from his December 2014 newsflash to his members.
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Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet
Solar system
•

Jupiter moon Io unleashes cataclysmic eruptions. One of Jupiter’s moons has
unleashed a series of huge volcanic eruptions over a hellish 2 week period that were so
bright they could be studied in detail by ground based observatories. http://
news.discovery.com/space/jupiter-moon-io-unleashes-cataclysmic-eruptions-140804.htm

•

NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope finds potential Kuiper Belt targets for New Horizons
Pluto mission. A HST survey uncovered three KBO’s that are potentially reachable by
NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft after it passes by Pluto in mid-2015.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasa-s-hubble-telescope-finds-potential-kuiperbelt-targets-for-new-horizons/

Space research
•

NASA’s new Orion spacecraft completes first spaceflight test. Following a perfect
launch and more than four hours in Earth'
s orbit, NASA'
s Orion spacecraft is seen from an
unpiloted aircraft, descending under three massive red and white main parachutes.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/december/nasa-s-new-orion-spacecraft-completes-firstspaceflight-test/

•

Video highlights of ESA astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti's journey to the International Space Station with the Soyuz spacecraft - launch, docking and ingress.
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/Futura/Highlights/Journey_to_the_ISS

•

Laser link offers high-speed delivery. Marking a first in space, Sentinel-1A and Alphasat
have linked up by laser stretching almost 36 000 km across space to deliver images of Earth
just moments after they were captured. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Observing_the_Earth/Copernicus/Sentinel-1/Laser_link_offers_high-speed_delivery

Exoplanets
•

Two new exoplanets more like Earth than any others. Astronomers have found eight
more worlds properly situated from their parent stars for liquid surface water, a condition
which, at least on Earth, is believed to be key for life to evolve. The newly found planets include two that are more similar to Earth than any other exoplanets found to date.
http://news.discovery.com/space/alien-life-exoplanets/two-new-exoplanet-discoveries-aremost-earth-like-yet-140106.htm

•

Brave new world-hunters spot exoplanets on the cheap. You don'
t need a multi-milliondollar budget to find alien worlds – off-the-shelf scopes rigged together can spot our cosmic
neighbours too. http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22530033.900-brave-newworldhunters-spot-exoplanets-on-the-cheap.html#.VLGDWdKUeF4

Applications of Earth-orbiting artificial satellites
•

Satellites helping to assess risk of epidemics. Learning about our enemy through satellit
es is helping us to combat diseases spread by insects and other pests.
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Telecommunications_Integrated_Applications/
Satellites_helping_to_assess_risk_of_epidemics

•

New sites will boost European search and rescue. A trio of stations has taken shape on
three islands at the far corners of Europe, ready to pick up distress calls via satellite from all
across Europe and its surrounding waters. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Navigation/
New_sites_will_boost_European_search_and_rescue

Our Galaxy
•

NASA X-ray telescopes find black hole may be a neutrino factory. The giant black hole
at the center of the Milky Way may be producing mysterious particles called neutrinos. If
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confirmed, this would be the first time that scientists have traced neutrinos back to a black
hole. http://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/news/news/releases/2014/14-169.html
•

•

Black hole-star pair orbiting at dizzying speed. ESA’s XMM-Newton space telescope
has helped to identify a star and a black hole that orbit each other at the dizzying rate of
once every 2.4 hours, smashing the previous record by nearly an hour. http://www.esa.int/
Our_Activities/Space_Science/Black_hole-star_pair_orbiting_at_dizzying_speed
NASA’s Chandra detects record-breaking outburst from Milky Way’s black hole. Astronomers have detected the largest X-ray flare ever from the super massive black hole at
the center of the Milky Way using NASA’s Chandra X-ray Observatory. This event was 400
times brighter than the usual X-ray output from the black hole. http://www.nasa.gov/
press/2015/january/nasa-s-chandra-detects-record-breaking-outburst-from-milky-way-sblack-hole/index.html#.VK6sdtKUeF4

Astronomical computing
•

Discovering how Greeks computed in 100 B.C.E. http://www.nytimes.com/2008/07/31/
science/31computer.html?module=Search&mabReward=relbias&_r=1&

Feature of the month:
HD 162826 - the Sun’s lost sibling
Like most stars in the Milky Way, our Sun was
born in a cluster of hundreds of new stars in a cloud of
glowing gas and dust like the Orion Nebula, then settled
down with its siblings in an open star cluster similar to
the Pleiades.
Over the next few hundred million years, as the
cluster made its way around the centre of the Milky Way
and in its plane, this cluster of stars was slowly pulled
apart by tidal forces from passing dust and gas clouds
and other stars. Some of the family members may have
travelled together for another billion years as a stellar
association or a moving group. But like human siblings,
they were eventually separated once and for all by the
vicissitudes of the outside world.
Astronomers are a clever lot, and a group of them have done a study that identifies the star HD 162826 as a long-lost sibling of our Sun.

http://oneminuteastronomer.com/10078/suns-lost-sibling-hd162826/#

Give your imagination free rein: Exoplanet Travel Series.
http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/media_categories?category=6

ASTRONOMER. When you rearrange the letters: MOON STARER
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Comet Lovejoy, photographed by Michael Moller on Thursday night 8 January 2015. He sent it
to me with this message: “The nucleus and coma are visible, but no sign of the tail. Taken with
an 8-inch f/5. The field of view is just under a degree. The exposure time was 30 seconds and
relative motion was visible even from one exposure to the next.”

Aanbieding op 28 Januarie
Die spreker, prof Kobus Botha,
skryf: “Ek sal gesels oor my eie stelsel en
‘n paar beginsels - veral oor
weersatelliete en hoe sterrekundiges baie
akkuraat wolkbedekking kan waarneem
en ook moontlik die weer vir ‘n komende
“star party”.
Die spreker het ook ‘n webruimte by
http://www.weatherphotos.co.za/
- Redakteur.
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The Omega Nebula, aka the Swan Nebula, Checkmark Nebula, Lobster Nebula, and
the Horseshoe Nebula (catalogued as Messier 17 or M17 and as NGC 6618) is an H II region.
It is located in the rich star fields in the Sagittarius area of the Milky Way. It was discovered
by Philippe Loys de Chéseaux in 1745. Charles Messier catalogued it in 1764. Photograph taken
by Johan Moolman at the Karoo Star Party held at the Kambro padstal near Britstown in 2014.

An artist’s depiction of sunset on an imaginary alien planet
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The Trapezium cluster in the heart of the Orion Nebula in the constellation of Orion. The cluster
was discovered by Galileo Galilei. The cluster is relatively young and has formed directly out of
the parent nebula. The five brightest stars have masses between 15 and 30 solar masses. They
are within a distance of 1.5 light-years of each other and are responsible for much of the illumination of the surrounding nebula. Photograph taken by Johan Moolman.
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Photographs
taken by
Johan Moolman of the
Sun’s disk
through different filters.
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newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

